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VLBA 
Reduced Number of Antennas 

•  Budget situation probably requires closing two VLBA antennas.  
•  Will degrade the VLBA’s capabilities. 
•  We must choose which antennas to cut. 

–  Based primarily on science.  
–  Also consider operations concerns. 

•  I will summarize these issues. 
•  With this meeting, we are soliciting input on the choices to be made. 
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VLBA 
Adverse Impacts of Fewer Antennas 
•  Less sensitivity – scales with collecting area. 

–  For sensitivity, equivalent to loss of 40% of observing time. 
–  Less accuracy for position determinations. 
–  Less ability to see weak sources or extended parts of strong sources. 

•  Fewer baselines reduces ability to image complex sources. 
•  Phase referencing will rely on fewer samples of atmospheric gradients. 

–  Degrades relative astrometry. 
•  Less robust self calibration solutions. 

–  Ratio of visibilities to gains drops from 4.5 to 3.5. 
•  Less tolerant of additional losses to weather or equipment failures. 
•  UV coverage not optimal for the remaining antennas.  

–  An optimal 8 station array is not a subset of a 10 station array. 
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VLBA 
The Positive Spin 

•  An 8 station VLBA would still be a very capable VLBI array. 
–  More antennas than any other dedicated VLBI array. 
–  Wide range of frequencies is available at any time and on all antennas. 
–  High quality electronics. 

•  Includes new wide band backend and 4-8 GHz receiver. 
–  Sensitivity will be increased, even with fewer antennas. 

–  Best available astrometric capabilities. 
–  Dynamic scheduling helps insure data of sufficient quality. 
–  Able to respond quickly to targets of opportunity. 
–  Multiple session projects can use optimal observing intervals.  
–  Well calibrated amplitudes. 
–  Especially high sensitivity when used with the HSA. 
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VLBA 
Choice of Antennas to Close 

•  Choice of which antennas to shut must be based primarily on science.  
–  Top priority VLBA science today is dominated by astrometry. 

•  Preserve the VLBA as a premier astrometric instrument. 
•  Astrometry needs long baselines.  Keep outer stations. 

–  Imaging needs a wide range of baselines and good UV coverage.  
•  Will suffer but try to minimize how much. 
•  This will strongly influence the specific choice of antennas to shut. 

•  Operational concerns must also be considered. 
–  PT and MK are protected for the USNO partnership. 
–  PT is the test antenna and will be wanted for link to EVLA. 
–  Try to pick antennas that could be reactivated if budgets improve. 
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VLBI Considerations for  Astrometry 

•  Astrometry mainly depends on the long baselines. 
–  27 > 2000km now.   
–  19-21 if lose 2 inner antennas (or OV). 

•  Outer antennas responsible for most long baselines. 
•  All antennas contribute some long baselines. 

–  Even the inner antennas have as many long as 
short baselines. 

•  Unfortunately, the inner antennas have the best sites 
•  Detailed distribution requirements similar to those 

for imaging. 
–  Can let the UV coverage and imaging capability 

drive the detailed selection of antennas to drop. 
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SC 9 0 0 

HN 8 1 0 

NL 5 4 0 

FD 4 2 3 

LA 3 3 3 

PT 3 2 4 

KP 4 1 4 

OV 4 3 2 

BR 5 4 0 

MK 9 0 0 

Baselines per station 



VLBA 
Impact on UV coverage 

•  VLBA 10 sites optimized to cover the same range of spacings as the VLA. 
–  Removing even one antenna opens significant holes somewhere. 

•  Removing outer antennas reduces the resolution. 
•  Removing inner antennas reduces the sensitivity to large structures. 
•  Removing intermediate antennas creates holes. 

–  Imaging complex sources made difficult. 
–  Some cases can cause another antenna to be isolated harming selfcal. 

•  For example, removing HN makes MK hard to calibrate. 

•  Will show UV coverages followed by sample images. 
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VLBA 
Outer Antennas 
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•  MK and SC baselines in red 
•  Dec 18 deg.  El > 15 deg. 

•  Dropping outer stations would 
have biggest financial impact.  
–  MK and SC are the most 

expensive sites to operate. 
•  Would significantly reduce the 

resolution.   
•  Reduces astrometric accuracy. 

–  Good reason to avoid. 
•  Low resolution images would 

probably be decent. 
•  This option not being considered. 



VLBA 
 Intermediate Antennas 

•  Taking out combinations of 
HN, NL, OV, and BR opens 
significant holes in the UV 
coverage at mid scales.  
–  Would compromise imaging 

of complex sources. 
•  Would reduce the number of 

baselines long enough to 
contribute to astrometry. 

•  Preserves resolution and 
sensitivity to large scale 
structures. 
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VLBA 
•  Removing combinations or KP, PT, LA, and FD (and OV) would 

compromise the sensitivity to large scale structure.  Poor for imaging. 
–  Removing 2 drops 5 of the 6 shortest baselines. 

•  Removes some longer baselines – but similar to others that are retained. 
•  Probably the best option for astrometry. 

–  Good distribution of long baselines retained. 
•  See Lister’s talk for much deeper analysis of this case. 
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VLBA 
One each Intermediate and Inner Antenna 

•  Possible compromise –  
–  Lose 3 of 6 shortest baselines and thin out longer spacings. 
–  Will have higher noise and less ability to image complex sources. 
–  Will retain full resolution and some sensitivity to large structures. 
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VLBA Imaging Impact 
Demonstration 

•  Most based on M87 BW088G 
•  Missing short from BW090I 
•  Gray scales differ – ALL has lowest noise 
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VLBA 
Implications for HSA and Global VLBI 

•  Low impact on sensitivity of HSA and Global arrays. 
–  VLBA antennas relatively small. 

•  Short baselines for HSA will suffer, depending on details.   
–  Large antennas are are well separated. 

•  HSA large antennas alone have very limited UV coverage. 
–  VLBA helps prevent confusion from source structure. 

•  Reduced VLBA can still serve that role, just not quite as well. 
•  The global array probably not very sensitive to losing 2 VLBA antennas. 

–  Assumes China and Russia provide long baselines. 
–  Assumes JB, CM, WB, and EB provide short spacings. 
–  Assumes high declinations and not extreme frequencies. 
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VLBA 
Questions 
•  For astrometry, how does baseline length trade against atmospheric stability? 

–  How valuable is St. Croix for astrometry (long baselines, but weather). 
–  Should we preserve the better sites at the expense of large UV holes? 

•  Are inner antennas the best ones to shut? 
–  Should we use the mixed case (likely Ov plus Kp, La, or Fd). 
–  Some other combination? 

•  What is the largest number of antennas that could be shut and still be worth 
keeping the rest going? 

•  Can additional funding be found to prevent shutting antennas? 

•  I can run any UV scenarios that viewers would like to see. 
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VLBA 

THE END 
(Of the talk) 
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VLBA Missing Outer 
Antennas 
•  Sample case from M87 

movie project. 
•  Top is BW088G – All 

antennas worked well. 
•  Bottom is BW088G but with 

Mk and Sc left out for last 2 
iterations. 

•  Large structure imaged ok, 
perhaps even better because 
of the lower resolution. 

•  The high resolution 
information is missing. 
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VLBA Missing Intermediate 
Antennas 

•  Demonstration based on M87 
Movie project. 

•  BW088G – All antennas working 
–  Top – All antennas. 
–  Bottom – Same data, but no 

Nl or Ov. 
•  Top image is input model. 
•  Two iterations of image and 

self cal. 
•  Resolution still there and some large 

structure seen, but details and 
reliability reduced. 

•  Imaging difficult with big holes. 
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VLBA Missing Inner 
Antennas 

•  Demonstration from M87 
movie project. 
–  Top:  BW088G -  all stations 

worked well 
–  Bottom:  BW090I – missing  

Pt, Fd 

•  Compact structures can be 
imaged.  But “counterjet” lost. 

•  Larger scale structure is lost. 
–  Many BW090 epochs lost 

antennas – movie doesn’t 
make much sense. 

•  Lister will have more demos. 
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VLBA 
Missing one each 
intermediate and 
inner antenna 
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•  Example from BW088G 
–  Top – all antennas. 
–  Bottom – no Ov, Kp. 

•  Has full resolution, and 
can see moderately large 
structure. 

•  Higher noise and missing 
detail. 


